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Club MeetingsClub
Meetings

It may be winter …
but we can still
enjoy some
flowers.

February 2017
2nd

Dominic Pape –
My job talk

VoT:

President Ray

9th

Roger Hirst, Police &
Crime Commissioner

Our thanks to our own John
Parsonson for this beautiful
picture. The talent amongst our
membership is astounding!

VoT/H: Peter Powell.
16th

David Brooks, Tendring
Show

VoT/H: Michael Jones
23rd

Business Meeting /FB

and Rotary’s 112th birthday!

March 2017
2nd

TBA

VoT:
9th

Frugal Lunch /Mary’s
Meals

VoT/H: Kevin Sturdy
16th

Life as a Magistrate
Jackie Froggatt

VoT/H: Alan Rustage
23rd

Business Meeting /FB

30th

Eve Guests meeting
Cudmore Grove,
Dougal Urquhart

Farewell to our Tom Ford
We received the very sad news this month of the death of
Tom Ford, a member of Forum since 1985. Bill Ward writes
about Tom inside this issue.

In this issue: President’s Ramblings, Tom Ford obituary, The Adventures
of Gus, Freewheelers 500 Miles with Olivia Giles, Autism Anglia,
REMIT, ’Getting to know you’, The Harwich Mayflower Project, and
more!
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The very sad news about Tom
Ford came through as I was
starting this column. I’ll miss him.
He made me laugh, brought me
bags of walnuts and was fondly
thought of by members old and
new. We’ll all miss him. My
thanks go to Bill Ward for
composing the heartfelt obituary. I
know it was a sorrowful task for
him.
Have you seen Gus the Polio
Bear's itinerary? He going skiing,
cruising, river sailing, motor
racing, etc all over the world Mexico, Austria, Thailand,
Cornwall, Slovakia and so on.
And he's in such great demand,
there was talk of getting a brother
or sister for him. Before you do
that can I just say I'm happy to
dress up in a bear costume and be
escorted around the world. What a
life!
I’m writing this late evening with
a heavy frost descending outside
while I’m sitting by a roaring log
fire. So it’s time to reflect on this
past month.
A visit from Olivia Giles caused a
packed house and the roof almost
lifted off after her speech - she is
so inspirational. Whilst the
Autism Anglia lunch taught us a
lot more than we knew before
about autism. The Harwich
Mayflower Project is a £2.5
million adventure which will
benefit not only Harwich but its
surrounds and, more importantly,
its young people. We look forward
to its completion.
Our thanks
have to go to
R i c h a r d
Porter for
continuing
the highly
v a r i e d
s p e a k e r
programme.
And finally a
big thank you
to this month’s contributors - not
least John Parsonson for his front
page painting.

!

I am sure we were all saddened to hear of Tom Ford's passing, and that
members will wish to send Betty and the family our condolences. Tom was a
loyal servant of Forum Rotary over many years and he will be missed.
I confess that this month I have struggled a bit with my ramblings whereas
usually I have picked a subject and my blurb has just flowed.
However, a recent invitation to the local Samaritans for the official unveiling of
their new “outreach” vehicle has given me the idea to start off. Many of you
will know that the local branch of the Sams is based in their own building off
Southway and they have the additional benefit of being able to hire parking in
the St. John’s Green school.
The vehicle has been revamped to provide a comfortable space for counselling
members of the public who drop in wherever they park up. They did
fundraising and a mixture of bucket
rattling, individual donations and
organisations like Forum raising money
through an event like our Bus Pass
Challenge that raised the £23000
needed. Previously the local branch had
to pay to hire a vehicle from their
Chelmsford branch, and this was very unsatisfactory.
I think it is worth giving some facts about the Sams. It was started in 1953 by a
vicar called Chad Varah. His very first funeral was for a fourteen year old girl.
She had started menstruating and with nobody to talk to had believed that she
had a sexually transmitted disease, and tragically took her own life.
There are now 201 branches across the UK and with many thousands of
volunteers: not just listeners but others who fundraise and others who perform
administrative tasks. Since its inception the Sams have taken many millions of
calls and the meeting I attended (with the Mayor and representatives of all the
other Colchester Rotary clubs) heard that across the country they take a call
every 6 seconds.
That the Samaritans save lives is beyond question and I feel privileged to have
been able to make them one of my charities this year. Of course we as a club
have helped a number of others such as Age Concern Colchester, Beacon
House, 500 Miles and a whole lot more, but saving lives through the Sams is
particularly important. The Sams thanks all Rotarians for our help both in time
and financially: believe me it is valued.
RAY
DIARY DATES:
February 2nd
March
April

May

Keep those items coming!

JP

Youth & Community Service Meetings
7th
International meeting
9th
Frugal Lunch
30th
Guests evening, Cudmore Grove Country Park,
East Mersea
7th-9th RIBI Conference, Manchester
23rd
RYLA Essex Central Rotary Youth Leadership Awards
Danbury
29th
RYLA Essex South Rotary Youth Leadership Awards
South Ockenden
6th
8pm to 7th May 2017 - 8am The Great Sleep Out
7th
RYLA Essex North Rotary Youth Leadership Awards
East Mersea
19th-21st RYLA Awards Essex FINAL Danbury
22nd
Junior Youth Speaks, Town Hall 12.30
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Augustus Bear’s Blog: First Forum posting for End Polio Now
Well here I am, enjoying my first Christmas with
the Beverley family. A glass of bubbly when the
kids arrived, followed by a trip to the Shepherd at
Langham where I was introduced to other family
members and friends. Complimentary prosecco
and nibbles got the
party started.

After all the food, drink, games, present giving and
merriment,
I did get a
bit tipsy
and tried to
climb the
Christmas
t r e e .
Probably an
u n w i s e
move after
too much
imbibing! All in all a very good festive day and I
made some new pals.

Then back for
present opening
(Yay!). I was given
a passport and a
map of the world so
I can begin my
adventures.

I’m now looking forward to starting my travels. So
don’t forget to contact my agent (Mary) to book me
to accompany
you wherever
in the world
you go. Near
or far!
Or
even for a day
out or a
s p e c i a l
occasion.
Let’s put End
Polio Now on
the map!

Later in the day,
we played games
… some of
which
are
unsuitable to
describe in a
f a m i l y
publication!
I
liked “Never
Mind
the
Buzzcocks” best as it gave me a chance to show
off my fine baritone and my knowledge of popular
music.

Happy New Year from Gus, Mary, Katie, James
and Amie!

The Beverleys do enjoy a bit of cheese especially
after gorging on goose. I wasn’t so keen but they
insisted I try some. It was actually very yummy
and went well with a glass of port.

Gus (Augustus Bear of Rotary Club of Colchester
Forum)
~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

WHOSE BABY?
Any chance you can
recognise the cheeky
cherub on the left? Clues:
He’s a long term member
who can make you feel
better with his wealth of
stories…. easy peasy.
Get guessing and email or
phone your responses to
the Editors asap.
Winner receives a
magnetic prize!

!

Thought for the month:
"One of the secrets to staying young
is to always do things you don't know
how to do, to keep learning." - Ruth
Reichl"

Grandparent’s sayings: My grandchildren believe I’m the oldest thing in the world. And after
two or three hours with them, I believe it, too.

!
!
!
!
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Getting to know you …. ALAN RUSTAGE
Following on from the well received item in the last OD with Kit Hughes as our ‘target’, here is the
next subject - Alan Rustage

!

club for older people (primarily males) who like to
socialize and do charitable work within their own
community & overseas. I also feel that some members
have probably joined for the ‘contact value’ rather than
‘service above self’.

When did you join Rotary? I joined in 1983 as a
Founder member of Colchester Trinity rotary club.
I
retired from the University of Essex in 1998 and
transferred to Forum because new hobbies & interests
meant that evenings were becoming very full.
I also knew several members of Forum and
was most impressed by its enthusiasm ,
commitment to helping others and their
regular programmes and activities.
Why did you join Rotary? I received a
phone call in 1983 from Jill Crayston’s
father-in-law, Dick Grundy, who asked if I
would like to join Rotary. I knew nothing
about Rotary and asked a rather stupid
question something like, “What sort
of a club is it? Does it have members
who expect “You scratch my back
and I’ll scratch yours?” He then
became quite apoplectic! When he
realised that I knew nothing about
Rotary he explained in detail about
charitable work being their main
function, so I decided to join.
What do you think is the best thing
that Rotary has done? The many events
organized by John & Lynne Lloyd such
as cycling around East Anglia and to
Paris, walking to Brussels etc. These
raised significant sums of money for
worth-while overseas charitable causes.
I was also impressed at the response by
the public when I was President, after
the tsunami which affected parts of Asia.
A collection at Tesco by the Hythe
raised many thousands of pounds, at
over £10 per minute, for new fishing
boats & nets in Sri Lanka.

What is your pet hate? Can I get them off my
chest. I must be a grumpy old man because I have
about four! i) 9’s at the end of a price! Why have
£9.99 instead of £10, £29.99 instead of £30, or
£1,999 instead of £2K. ii) Also, the absurdity of
our Honours system where politicians, business
people, sportsmen & women, theatre performers
etc. are honoured for simply doing their job – and
often being paid a very good salary to do it! iii)
People pressing the button at crossings, not
waiting for the ‘Green man’ & thereby
unnecessarily holding up the traffic. iv)
The last one may upset some people women in this country wearing the fullveil burka or niqab that covers the face. I
wish we could follow the likes of France,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Egypt, Germany,
Switzerland etc. in banning them.

Rita & Alan - in the swim

Who is the person who has influenced
you most? My wife Rita, my children and
grand-children.
They have been
paramount in my life.
What is the unlikely interest that engages
your curiosity? I like looking at magic
shows and being completely baffled every
time.

With Irene & Cas at an Anthony Nolan
spit test event

What piece of wisdom would you pass on to a child?
Simply do your best and be kind to other people. I could
add a quote by Charlie Goldman, the trainer of the best
fighter the world has seen, Rocky Marciano: “Only suckers
get hit with right hands!”

Forum does a huge amount for our local schools with
various events and regular help and in this respect is
probably more active than most other clubs.
What would you like to see it do, money unlimited? Help
the disadvantaged and reduce the huge inequalities in our
society.
I am probably more parochial than other
members in that I would probably prefer helping the
homeless, physically & mentally disabled and poor people
in Colchester & district, rather than trying to combat
problems overseas.
I also dislike intensely the fat-cat
salaries of people at the top, when other hard-working
members of the same firm/occupation are struggling to
exist. It would be good, in some way, to try to reduce these
inequalities.
How would you describe Rotary to a stranger? This might
not be popular, but I think it is probably recognized as a

Who in history would you most like to buy
a pie and a pint for? Nelson Mandela. I
met and shook hands with him when he
came to the University of Essex and was
completely bowled over by his personality
and humility.

Is there an event which altered your life or character? I
was in a sailing race from West Mersea to Ostend when we
encountered freak weather conditions in the middle of the
Channel, the boat started to break up & we had to be
rescued. It was very hairy indeed and made me realise the
power of nature and how frail & transient we are.

!
!
!
!

What is the philosophy that underpins your life?
I
came from a very poor background without a great deal
of parental help. If you want to achieve something, get off
your backside, do it and take responsibility for your own
actions.
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Is there a book, song or poem that holds an everlasting
meaning for you?
Probably “The Grand Tradition:
Seventy years of singing on record” by John Steane. I
used this a lot in building up a collection of opera
recordings from the early 78’s, through LP’s and CD’s.

How would you spend a fantasy 24 hours, with no travel
restrictions? Watching animal & bird life: Morning in the
Kruger national park in South Africa. Afternoon in the
Okavango delta in Botswana. Evening by the beautiful
lake at Wanaka in the south island of New Zealand with
my wife and a glass of wine, watching the magnificent
scenery & snow-capped mountains.

What film could you watch again and again? Difficult
to choose one, so please allow me three: As a teenager I
became besotted with Doris Day and particularly in
‘Calamity Jane’ but this is closely followed by the Western
‘the Magnificent Seven’ with Yul Brynner and ‘The Great
Caruso’ starring Mario Lanza.

What is the way you would like to be remembered? A
family man who liked helping other people, enjoyed a
joke, and didn’t mind standing up for his beliefs.
Many thanks

… look out for next month’s target.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………."

500 Miles - Olivia Giles - 5th January 2017

!

It was wonderful to see
Olivia Giles again today
although it’s nearly 2
years since she came to
talk to us. For those that
are not familiar with 500
Miles, she gave an outline
of the why it came into
being and what it is doing
today.
OLIVIA was working as a lawyer in 2002 when she
caught meningococcal septicaemia and had to have her
hands and feet amputated to save her life. One evening
the doctors told her they were going to have to amputate
all four of her limbs, above the elbows and knees, and
asked whether they should do that or switch off the lifesupport machine and let her go. Her family decided she
would be so dependent that it wouldn’t be much of a
life. But the next day the plastic surgeon said he might
be able to save her joints. She says “That night was the
lowest point. Considering how close I came to not
making it through at all, everything after that has been
something gained”. As we have
got to know Olivia it has become
obvious this is so typical of her
‘just get on with it’ attitude to life.
Carpe diem was written for her.
She said the joy she felt when she
was able to walk again was so life
enhancing that she wanted to pass
this on to others.
She said 500 Miles is a Scottish
charity founded in 2008 (9 years
old this month) to help people
with mobility difficulties and to
give them a chance to live
independent lives. As a quadruple
amputee herself she knows how important that
independence is. The charity’s name comes from The
Proclaimers’ famous lyrics, “I would walk 500 miles”,
because that’s her aim – to get disabled people in Africa
up and walking.
She said “I’ve been given a second chance to enjoy life
– everyone else deserves that too”. Their mission

!
!
!
!

statement at 500 miles is “all who need and can use a
prosthetic or orthotic device to improve their quality of
life, will have that chance”.
500 miles supports the development and delivery of
prosthetic and orthotic services in Malawi and Zambia
helping people with impaired mobility of all kinds to get
moving, as well and as independently as possible, by
helping them to access prostheses and orthoses. In
Malawi & Zambia when people are born with
deformities, lose their limbs or the use of their limbs due
to accident, disease or poverty, many of them also lose
their livelihoods, homes or families – and the most
vulnerable even die. They are working to give them back
their lives by making prosthetic and orthotic devices as
accessible and as affordable as we can, not just now but
on a long term and sustainable basis.
In developing countries, 0.5% of the population need a
prosthesis or orthosis but less than 13% of that number
will be able to get one. People
often assume that the way
500 miles helps is by sending
out to Malawi & Zambia
surplus supplies of the
components and materials
used in the UK – even
second hand devices. They
don’t because they are trying
to help establish ongoing,
sustainable and affordable
prosthetic and orthotic services within these countries.
On the recommendation of the World Health
Organisation for developing countries the in-country
manufacturing system they use and promote in their
projects is polypropylene technology. The limbs are
manufactured in local clinics.
Malawi: 500 miles has two Centres in Malawi, both run
in cooperation with the Malawian Ministry of Health
(MoH). The first 500 miles Centre was built in the
grounds of Kamuzu Central Hospital in Lilongwe, the
capital. Managed and funded for MoH by 500 miles, it
has carried out over 3,500 patient fittings since opening
in March 2009. Their aim is for it to serve the whole of
central region of Malawi. The second 500 miles Centre,
in the grounds of Mzuzu Central Hospital in Mzuzu in
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the north of Malawi, opened to patients
in November 2012. They intend this
Centre eventually to serve the whole of
northern region of Malawi.

One really important factor in all of this is
the training of local staff to not only make
these items but to fit them and to continue to
administer help from childhood to adulthood
as patients are reviewed regularly and new
devices fitted. The pictures here show one of
the skilled technicians at work.
All it takes is £175 to give someone a device
which will turn their life (and maybe their
family’s) around. The money raised by the
Forum’s Race Night (£3000) was most gladly
received by Olivia in order to help this work continue.
Olivia received a HUGE and lasting round of applause
for her talk and brought VoT presenter Mary Beverley
(amongst others) almost to tears. Any of those present
knows this is why we do what we do in Forum and can
only offer our grateful thanks to Olivia for being out
there doing the hard work and ceaselessly keeping on.
Her talk was not only moving but truly inspirational and
we welcome Olivia back any time.

!

Zambia: The focus of the work in Zambia
is to fund and subsidise poor people all
over the country to receive the prosthetic
and orthotic devices they need from a high
quality provider. This is currently the
workshop at the Zambian Italian
Orthopaedic Hospital (ZIOH) in Lusaka.
500 miles funds remote hospitals and other organisations
to send their patients to ZIOH following triage visits from
its technicians.
Around 100 devices are made each month and they have
had around 4,000 patients to date who have been helped by
500 miles. Having people come to the clinic is just what
was wanted but there is a recognised need to get out to
areas which are not easy accessible and deliver help in
those areas on outreach. This has successfully been taking
place too.

JP
- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Autism Anglia - 12th January - Jonathan Marriott
Jonathan (Events Organiser at Autism Anglia) opened
his presentation by thanking the Club for
inviting him and how pleased he was to be
involved in the local community. Autism Anglia
works throughout Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk
with its head office in Colchester.

was extreme, leading to a meltdown. The child says
“I’m not naughty, I just get too much
information”.
His world is confusing,
inconsistent and exhausting.
Some people with autism are non-verbal, have
learning difficulties and need support, sometimes
on a residential or 24 hour basis. Autism Anglia
believes that people with autism deserve exactly
the same life chances as everyone else and their
work covers many areas including
Doucecroft School, residential care,
training, outreach, study skills,
awareness raising and an advisory
service. The latter costs £210,000 a year to run and is a
real lifeline for hundreds of people with autism and
their families. This service depends on fundraising and
receives no state support.
Jonathan gave some
examples of fundraising and how members of the
community can help, including Jimmy’s Festival 2017,
Silly Sock Day, Neurofantastic, challenges and other
events to participate in. He also invited members of the
Club to put on their own event or challenge.

First Jonathan spoke about what autism is. The
dictionary definition of autism has negative
connotations and that a better definition is that
autism is a different way of perceiving
the world. It has been described by
someone with autism as being a vinyl
record in a world full of CDs! Nonautistic people experience situations as a ‘top-down’
process, seeing the whole picture, then picking out the
details. For people with autism it is a ‘bottom-up’
process, whereby they receive the sensory stimuli first
then have to consciously try to make sense of a
situation. People with autism tend to enjoy routine and
predictability and without that can become very
anxious, have panic attacks and melt down. Only 15%
of people with autism are in full time employment,
partly due to the difficulty they have with interview
techniques and the anxiety of the interview procedure.
People with autism tend to be very good at certain jobs,
for example in structured environments, in IT and as
bag checkers at airports as they can see details
straightaway that non autistic people would miss. 10%
of Google staff have autism and a German IT company
only employ staff with autism. Creative thinking can
also be a quality in those with autism, for example, the
inventor of Pokemon was diagnosed as autistic.
Jonathan showed a video which sees the world through
the eyes of an autistic child. The assault on their senses

Jonathan concluded his talk by saying that as a society
we have a responsibility to every person to feel
welcome in society, achieve their potential and be
valued for what they can give. Einstein, who was
diagnosed as being on the autistic spectrum in later
years, said: “Everybody is a genius, but if you judge a
fish by its ability to climb a tree it will live its whole
life believing it is stupid”. After questions, David Jones
gave a warm vote of thanks and the club showed their
appreciation in the usual way.
Mary Beverley

!
!
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AFRICAN TABLE PROJECT in aid of REMIT by John Lloyd"
Through our “Forum for Africa” programme we have supported a number of projects primarily in South Africa in
conjunction with RC of Brits-Hartbeespoort. However, 2016/17 is the Centenary of “The Rotary Foundation” and it
has been agreed as part of our celebration of the Centenary that we support the work of
TRF in Tanzania, in targeting the 2nd focus area of Rotary – namely “Disease
Prevention and Treatment” and specifically “in educating and mobilising
communities to help prevent the spread of major diseases such as malaria”.
In 2003, RIBI Past President Brian Stoyel founded “Rotary Eliminating Malaria in
Tanzania! (REMIT) working initially with Rotarians and Rotaractors in Arusha and
more recently extending their work to other areas of Tanzania. Brian continues to be
heavily involved with regular visits and working with a team of local Rotarians led
by coordinator, Faye Cran (who controls any funding sent from the UK) and three
Outreach Directors based in Arusha, Moshi and Babati. In addition to individual
donations of £250k, REMIT has received TRF grants of £325k since 2003 clearly
demonstrating their support.
Money is used to purchase: (i) long lasting, insecticide treated nets (ITN’s) at a cost
of £2.50 each, (ii) insecticide sprays, (iii) bikes to enable the volunteer workers to travel between mosquitos breeding
sites, (iv) to purchase laboratory equipment for early diagnosis of malaria. The programme also holds seminars to
educate and train the local people and includes residual house spraying, clearing of ditches, ponds and other breeding
sites, as well as supporting medical research into malaria.
Forum has agreed to ask our Members to consider hosting an “African Table”
for neighbours, family and friends and ask each guest to make a donation in
support of REMIT. The “African Table” can take the form of a barbecue,
supper, “sundowners & canapes”, afternoon tea or any other format decided by
the hosts. Guests attending the “African Table” will be asked to make a
donation of £10 (minimum) to support REMIT and all guests making a
donation should be encouraged to make a “Gift Aid Declaration”. In general
terms a £10 donation will provide four nets and protect a whole family! A
package of “invitations”, information about REMIT, Gift Aid forms and
donation envelopes will be available through John Lloyd- “African Table Coordinator” for all hosts taking part.
One of the initiatives REMIT offer is to “Adopt a Village” and we are
currently exploring this as an option, with the obvious advantage of members
and guests knowing exactly where the funds raised are going and hopefully
getting future feedback. There will not be a set day for “African Table” and
hosts can make their own arrangements but it is suggested that April offers the
best options with warmer weather, Easter Weekend (14th/17th) or Forum’s 42nd Anniversary (29th)
Returning to REMIT, the ITNs are made locally, saving costs and creating jobs, they carry a Rotary logo and wherever
possible the local people are asked to make a small contribution towards the cost of the nets all of which strengthens
ownership of the project. However, the facts are chilling:
● 600,000 people die from malaria every year and 80,000 of these are in Tanzania.
● Malaria is the biggest overall killer in Tanzania
● Young children and pregnant women are the most vulnerable due to lack of resistance.

But:

● Health workers and village leaders are being trained to educate the villagers ● The REMIT programme and use of
ITN’s reduces malaria by around 80% ● It is REMIT’s goal to get an ITN to every pregnant woman and child under
5 in Tanzania ● Major progress is being made on producing a malaria vaccine that could save millions of lives and
RIBI is working closely with the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine.
So please inform John Lloyd if you are prepared to host an “African Table” to celebrate the Centenary of The Rotary
Foundation and support REMIT in their worthwhile work in Tanzania. NB Late news: REMIT have just announced
that they will match fund any money raised by Forum in support of their "Adopt a Village" programme in
Tanzania.

!
!
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The Harwich Mayflower Project - 19th January - Sean Day and Gus Fidget.

!Sean and Gus from the Harwich Mayflower Project !!
came along to day to tell us about this ambitious
Massachusetts, where the Pilgrim Fathers’ set up the
project. They hope to build a £2.5 million full-scale,
Plymouth plantation colony.
sea going replica of The Mayflower ship and sail it to
Sir Richard Branson has shown support for the
America by 2020 which will be
project stating "...the Charity is
the 400th anniversary of the
one to watch. It is an
crossing of the Atlantic by the
inspirational charity providing
Puritans who subsequently
employment and training to an
landed in Massachusetts.
ever-growing army of young
Sean said the start of the
people and volunteers" He
American constitution was
further stated he would want to
written on that memorable
be on the maiden voyage
j o u r n e y. T h e p r o j e c t i s a
recreating the journey the Pilgrim
significant event for this whole
Fathers took.
region and there were, in fact, 27
Sean and Gus were with us today
Sean, President Ray and Gus
exit towns connected to the
to seek friends and sponsors.
building, launching, passenger
They showed us two short films
collection and sailing of The
to give us a flavour of the project
Mayflower.
and its aims.
In Harwich alone there are 42 places
The Mayflower Project will kick start
named after Mayflower connections.
some regeneration plans
For example the house belonging to
encompassing boat building, training,
Capt Christopher Jones is in Harwich.
sailing, apprenticeships, etc while at
The Mayflower left Plymouth in
the same time helping to regenerate
Devon on 6 September, but the
the whole area around Harwich. Their
Harwich Mayflower Project said the
aims include: creating a new iconic
ship's Essex origins were just as
maritime heritage Mayflower
important.
Museum and visitor centre, extend
It will follow the route of the 102
and enhance training & education of
passengers who left England in
young people of Tendring and Essex,
search of greater religious freedom.
fully engage the town of Harwich
The Harwich charity said the ship
and the County of Essex
only travelled from Rotherhithe in
Sean was keen to stress the
East London to the Devon port to
importance of all local stakeholders
take extra passengers from another
being part of and supporting the
vessel.
project and would be very happy to
It was interesting to note that 14%
show anyone around the work they
of the US population is descended
are doing. Many immediate
from those first settlers.
neighbours (such as Paul Milsom,
John Acton, trustee of the project, said:
Chairman of the Harwich Tourist
"Plymouth, I feel, has hijacked the story
Group) are keen to help promote this
for 400 years. Everyone thinks it came
adventure. Sean told us about an
from Plymouth, but it was a Harwich boat
opportunity to display the project via
and the skipper and crew came from
local produced murals which could be on
Harwich and that's got to be recognised.
stations from Harwich to London.
We want the Americans to come here and
Sean and Gus are now busy travelling
see where it came from."
around the country telling people about
The Mayflower is believed to have been
their project as well as being Harwich
built in 1590. It was based in Harwich until
based to receive visitors and show them
1610 and her master Christopher Jones's
around. Time is all important and there is
house has been preserved there although he
still a long way to go to get the ship
moved the vessel to London for trading reasons and
built. The training school has had to be mothballed until
captained her for the Pilgrim Fathers voyage. The
they secure more funding. They would welcome
original Mayflower is believed to have been broken up
support from all areas - solicitors,
when she returned to England. A replica of the vessel
teachers,woodworkers, etc
already exists in Plymouth,
The vote of thanks was completed by John Threlfall
who wished them every success with the venture.
JP

!
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Mayor commends students on their public speaking
On Monday 23rd January the Intermediate Youth Speaks competition was
held in the Council Chamber of Colchester Town Hall. The competition
was for students in years 7 to 9. The guest of honour was the Mayor of
Colchester, Councillor Julie Young. The competition was attended by 3
schools. The schools who participated and their chosen topics were:

CRGS

Colchester County High School for Girls -Title of Topic – “Alejandro”
The Thomas Lord Audley School -Title of Topic - Being Different
The Colchester Royal Grammar School (pic left) -Title of Topic – The
Importance of Natural Beauty

The winning school was
Colchester Royal Grammar
School. The Chairperson was Toby Nee, the Speaker was Arzim Asmil and
the Proposer of the Vote of Thanks was Pranav Bhatt. The Best Speaker was
Effie Lawrence from the Thomas Lord Audley School. The winners were
each awarded a £10 book token. Arzim’s talk focused on the mental health
benefits of spending time outdoors connecting with nature by reducing the
amount of time that is spent engaging with smartphones, tablets and
computers.

TLA school

The Mayor commended the
students on the breadth of their
subjects and the quality of their public speaking. She also commended the
Rotary Club of Colchester Forum for its involvement with Youth Projects
in Colchester.

CCHSG

The competition was judged by Jennie Hunt, Barbara Pears and Andrew
Southorn, who all commended the pupils on their lack of nerves, choice of
challenging subjects and the passion with which they delivered their talks.
Jennie, as always, stayed to give each team individual feedback, if they so
wished.
Overall a resounding success, with all participants receiving a Certificate as evidence of their participation to add to
their Record of Achievements. The team from Colchester Royal Grammar School will now go on to compete in the
District Final in Chelmsford on Wednesday February 8th.
Cas Morehen

.......................................................................................
SAD NEWS ABOUT FORUM
CHARIOT DESIGNER
I am sad to report the death of my
colleague Rob Jupp, who some
Forum Rotarians met when he
designed and made the chariot for
Andrew Crayston's hugely successful
Battle of Watling Street charity cycle
ride. As a thank you to Rob, he and
his wife Julie were invited to the fifth
Thursday dinner when Andrew and
his team reported back to the Club
about their adventure. Rob died
suddenly
in
D e c e m b e r.
Irene Kettle

Paying obeisance to President Ray
No, not really but it is the presentation and
fixing of the Past President’s Award to last
year’s President Tony. Obviously a normal
event as Secretary Nick seems unperturbed
by the whole event!

!
!
!
!
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TRAVELS WITH GUS - with Maggie & Ian Dewis (Canada)"
"
"I'm flying over
Canada, just south of
Goose Bay, but I see
no geese! ""

"How long before we get
there, Ian? “

"I just love this inflight entertainment"

!

!

.....................................................................................!

FORUM FREEWHEELERS

!2017 started well for Freewheelers with
a visit to The Crown Inn in Lexden
Road. A big thank you to Ann Blaxill
for making all the arrangements for
lunch at which eight Freewheelers
enjoyed the excellent fare on offer.
Mindful of our figures, we declined the
special steak pie with chunky chips
offered by the waitress and almost all
opted for a lighter alternative of salmon
and cod fishcakes with trimmings.
Pauline, alone, was tempted by the
sticky toffee pudding, “with custard”
Val and Ann
although Val did manage a small ice-cream. Apart
from food, the main value of our meeting together is to catch up on Geraldine and Pauline
family and other news and views. Several of our friends are unable to join us at the
moment due to health problems and to them we send our love and best wishes and hope
they will soon be on the road to recovery.

!We would like to send our sincere condolences to Betty Ford whose husband died on
Monday 23rd after a period in hospital. Tom will be missed especially for his
predilection for varied headgear, especially at Christmas lunch, so much so that it has
been difficult to find a photo of him without a hat.
And also our sincere condolences go to the family of Betty Souter who, we have just
learned, died this week.
Finally, congratulations to Viv and Bob Juniper as they celebrate the safe arrival of
their seventh grandchild, a baby daughter Faye to her son Scott and his wife in
California.

!!
Birthdays
11 February Mary Hughes
!Future Events

12 February

Doris Fleury

Thurs 23 Feb Lunch at The Fox, in Layer, 12.30 pm. Contact Liz Threlfall
Thurs 23 Mar Lunch at The Wooden Fender, Colchester Road, Ardleigh, Contact Valerie.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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TOM FORD
30.12.1925 – 23.1.2017

!
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Tom Ford meeting HM The Queen

The death has recently occurred at the age of 91 of Tom Ford. He was born in the East End of London in
1925 and his home was destroyed in the Blitz of WWII. He joined the army as a regular in 1943 and
served for 5 years with the 16th/5th Lancers in Germany, Austria, Italy and the Canal Zone.
After finishing his military service he joined the Royal London Insurance Company and took the
examinations to become a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Insurance. He met his wife Betty at the West
Ham Young Conservatives in 1950 and they were married for 63 years. He was a founder member of West
Ham Round table. He also played drummer in a band. When the Royal
London came to Colchester Tom moved as
well and was the controller of three
departments at the Octagon. He was
seconded to the Colchester Business
Enterprise Agency and became their second
chairman. He was always keen on sport
and guided the Colchester Gymnastic Club
through the process of building their new
facility at Brinkley Grove. He was first
chairman of School Sport for All. He was
also a governor at Philip Morant School.
He joined the Rotary Club of Colchester
Forum in 1985 and took a large part in their
activities. For many years he collected old
spectacles to help people in India with poor
sight.
He was very interested in Military History and researched the stories of all
the men who were on the Royal London Memorial having died in WWI.
His greatest publication was his two-volume work on British Army Units stationed in the Colchester
Garrison. This took many years of detailed study to produce and is now a standard reference source for
military historians and genealogists.
Bill Ward
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